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Across
2. A speech said while alone on the 

stage or unaware of others presence

5. The knowledge and skills required to 

create the physical aspects of a production

7. Term for unnecessary facial 

expressions or physical gestures

12. Role played by an actor that they 

assume another identity

15. A thing said or done that serves as a 

signal to an actor or other performer to 

enter or to begin their speech or 

performance.

16. Spontaneous use of movement and 

speech to create a character

18. Withdraw to a less obvious position

19. The central thought, idea, or 

significance of the action of a play

20. Improvisational form of drama 

where children are guided to imagine and 

enact different experiences

23. Enter the stage

24. Waiting room for actor where they 

wait for entrance cue

Down
1. To speak loudly so the entire 

audience can hear you

3. Person who supervises the physical 

production of a play and who is in charge 

of the stage during performance

4. Art of creating and arranging dances 

onstage

6. To make it up as you go along

8. Move to a more prominent position

9. Dismantling the set, costumes, and 

props at the end of the show

10. Any action performed on stage

11. Direction given by the Stage 

Manager to signal actors to be in position 

before each act begins

13. Clothing carefully selected for actors 

for performance use

14. Block the audience's view of a 

person or object

17. The beginning, middle, and end of 

the story

21. Length of time the play will be 

presented

22. Leave the stage


